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“When so many tokens launch, fail and leave their holders tokens
worthless, the team behind Dextera saw an opportunity to be better”

INTRODUCTION

Dextera was born of a desire to uphold a promise to a community.

When so many tokens launch, fail and leave their holders tokens worthless,
the team behind Dextera saw an opportunity to be better.

With their experience in SHIKO and its renouncement issues they used
that knowledge to guide their community into the future with Dextera.

What is Dextera?
Dextera is a BEP20 token relaunched on Pcs on Apr 4th 2022.
With the meaning behind Dextera Instrumenta translating to
“The Right Tools”, as our name suggests, we want to become synonymous
with the tools people will use in their daily crypto lives.
Dextera aims to not only develop some of the core platforms the
typical utility coins offer, but beyond that we want to establish platforms
and partnerships that will support leading edge applications
meant to improve the overall crypto community.
With a possibility of cryptocurrency reaching mass adoption,
Dextera will help to maintain the security and individualism of people’s
holdings within the DeFi network.
The creators of Dextera have become familiar with the current
crypto market and understand the importance of privacy and exclusivity.
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Road Map
2022 PLANS
Phase 1:
Launch token on BscScan
Launch token Website
Smart Contract Verification on BscScan
Social Media accounts established
Code Audit (Ethos)
Initial Marketing
Locking the LP
Lock 100% of team’s tokens for 6 months
Dextera.Finance V3 (Swap + Vaults)
Initial Token Listings
Phase 2:
Creator Space
Community Shilling Plan
CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko Listing
Increased Marketing Presence
Partnerships with other Tokens in our Swap
Exchange Listing
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The Dextera Idea
When you strive to have a unique token in a plethora of tokens
all doing the same things, what makes us stand apart?
When creating a token at this time, it's often difficult to stand out.

We decided to make our goal to be different not only as a team that upholds our promises
but as a token that has benefits beyond that of what you typically see in the market.

Initially we used our team's relationships built through our experience to create partnerships
that will have an impact on the crypto community and benefit our holders.
The idea being holders of our token will be able to use the application/s
at a free or reduced cost generating an initial utility.
Then we back up this utility by creating a Swap through which you can trade your tokens or
others and a Vault to allow you to stake your tokens and earn returns over time.
Another idea that is included in our plan is to create a space for creators to be marketed,
so that their skills can be showcased and discovered by others.
We then looked for ways to expand the token's purpose further,
that came in the form of strategic partnerships with businesses looking for growth in
emerging economies. To that end we created the ability for those businesses to invest and
reach a larger market while giving profits to holders of our token.
This all adds up to the idea that being different is better…
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Tokenomics
Total Supply: 10B
Our initial tokenomics objectives are simple in nature,
we wanted the ability to support growth and adapt to the ever changing crypto
landscape while maintaining an increasing value to our holders.
To do that we start with buyback
which increases volume and decreases supply.
Another percentage will go to help fund all token related developments,
marketing and operations.
Th
his reduc
ces th
he need to sell th
he tok
ken outrig
ght for funding
g.
Finally a portion going into the Liquidity pool to encourage token stability.

“Fees & Anti-Dumpers’System”:
BUYING (10%):
7%marketing
3%Lp
_________________
SELLING (13%):
7%marketing
6%buyback
To preserve the investment of our community, especially in the first period,
Dextera features a progressive tax “antidump” mechanism
that incrementally increases taxes based on a wallets selling habits.
This feature will help to avoid the unwanted burden of major sell offs.
First sale = 13% (normal)
Second Sale within 7 days = 26% (+13% from normal)
Third Sale within 7 days = 29% (+16% from normal)
Fourth Sale within 7 Days = 32% (+19% from normal)
Taxes will come back to normal (13%) after the holder will not sell for 7 days
(calculated the corrispective blocks amount in the BSC network).
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The Team

NOTE: the management of “Dextera Instrumenta”
could change in time
according to the necessities of the project.
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Social Media
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